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Going ahead on a downsized scale, here’s what you can expect at the Sydney Boating 
Festival.

It seems like only yesterday that SCIBS broke 
through the clouds of Covid-19 like the hot 
Queensland sun. Now the last weekend of 

July is upon us, and the Sydney International 
Boat Show is back — kind of. 

Dubbed the Boating Festival, it likely won’t have 
the same punch as the fully-fledged International 
Show, thanks to tough restrictions inside the 
stunning ICC complex limiting organisers to using 
just the top floor and adjoining outdoor terrace. 
That’s vastly less than the Show's normal takeover 
of the four floors and ground level in previous 
years. This will mean the trailer boats and the 
excellent Dive Expo and chandlery sections will be 
greatly diminished. In terms of good news, though 
restrictions remain, density requirements for the 
outside marina complex are not as harsh.

WHAT’S DIFFERENT 
You can't walk up, buy a ticket, and head in. This year, 
you must purchase your tickets online and register 
for the day(s) you’ll be there, and upon arrival scan 

the QR code to check in. Visitor numbers are limited 
both inside and outside at the Cockle Bay Marina. 

There will be fewer total visitors — rumour has it 
capped at 10,000 per day (previous years saw double 
this) — and in turn, fewer exhibitors, but that’s the 
world we now play in and because of that, we hit 
the phones and emails early to find some of the 
positives in a difficult situation. 

HORIZON FD87
After missing SCIBS by one day, another Horizon 
FD Series yacht has launched and will officially 
debut here. Importantly, it's a stick vessel ready for 
immediate delivery.

This FD87 features five spacious staterooms, 
including a full-beam, on-deck master suite with 
a full-beam his-and-hers ensuite, and four ensuite 
guest staterooms situated on the lower deck. 

On the main deck, a large aft deck lounging 
area leads into the main saloon, which features 
full-height windows and emphasises the yacht’s 
23ft 3in beam. The Cor D Rover interior features 

satin walnut as the main wood which maintains 
a classy modern feel throughout, while a designer 
chandelier over the Italian inspired furniture creates 
an atmosphere of elegance. A walnut sole perfectly 
complements the satin white oak accents and 
Carrara marble surfaces in the salon.

A dayhead situated aft serves both the interior 
and exterior areas. Forward, a unique convertible 
dining table with a stone top seats ten for formal 
dining between the saloon and galley. One of the 
stars of the FD87 is the spacious aft beach garage 
offering a huge storage cupboard and massive 
fridge-freezer storage for long-haul cruising.

This build features an enclosed skylounge with 
a new designed micro bridge to accommodate a 
larger exterior boat deck with an indoor/outdoor 
entertaining area and tender storage aft. The al 
fresco space is protected by sliding glass enclosures 
either side and is fitted with a U-shaped dinette, 
a large bar, and a barbecue grill. On the foredeck, 
a large U-shaped settee faces a heated jacuzzi and 
large sunpads. 

LEFT TO RIGHT The Sydney International Boat Show will still take place despite restrictions; Magnificent cruising with the
Horizon FD87 
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